
PAINTING X- 2015 to 2100 (or sooner!) 

World War III. Man destroys all living organisms on Planet Earth with 
Nuclear bombs and radioactivity from space 

 The End of Earth! Why Did We Let It Happen?  

How can we ensure it doesn’t happen? 

  The 21st Century got off to a terrible start with an increased number of natural disasters 
all over the world and more countries in possession of nuclear weapons, space ships 
and satellites orbiting the Earth. It appears to me that World War III is 
inevitable! Nuclear warheads and canisters of killer chemicals, possibly now in the 
hands of 42 countries, many of who hate each other, could destroy the world before 
2100. World War III will be quick and deadly. All living things on Earth will be destroyed 
by man himself firing atomic and Hydrogen bombs from their space ships and satellites 
orbiting Earth. It will be the man-made nuclear destruction version of “Fire and 
Brimstone” that destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah 3,000 years before! 

 When World War III is over there will be no living organisms left on Earth because the 
nuclear bombs, radiation, chemical and biological germ warfare will kill us all! The 
humans, circling Earth in the space ships and satellites that released the bombs that 
destroyed us, won’t be able to land either because the world-wide radioactivity and 
biological germs will also kill them. Earth will return to how it started 4.5 Billion years 
ago: no living organisms, plants, animals or humans! It could end up being another 
planet of just poisonous gases, contaminated water, reddish brown rocks and soil like 
the dead planet Mars. Isn’t it ironical that we are now  spending billions of dollars to find 
out if there ever was life on the reddish brown rock planet Mars when we are headed to 
destroy our wonderful planet Earth to be just like the dead planet Mars! I have finished 
PAINTING XI but it is too scary for young students to see and is not included in this 
history course. It is my hope that Social Studies teachers will never have to show them 
what I have envisioned for the final death of our planet Earth and my prediction will 
never come to pass. It is my hope that your students will take what they have learned 
from my other ten paintings into adult life and do their part to prevent PAINTING X and 
PAINTING XI from ever happening. 

My predicted fatal year by 2100, for the destruction of mankind, is less than 100 years 
from the start of the 21st Century! 100 years is just a second in time when you realize it 
has already taken 4.5 billion years to develop our planet Earth’s mountains, oceans, 
plants, landmasses, animals, fish fowl, and the human race as we are today. 
Archeologist have proven that in those 4.5 billon years, it took 1 billion years just to 
create the first living things; namely algae and bacteria. It took another 3 billion years 
before the first fish, the first plants, the first forest, the first coniferous trees; the first 
amphibians, reptiles, and insects were created. The first mammals, dinosaurs, birds and 
flowering plants never appeared on Earth until 200 million years after that in 200 Million 
BC. It wasn’t until 65 Million BC, 4 billion 435 million years later, when the first primates, 



monkeys, apes and manlike apes were created and roamed the mountains, rivers and 
plains in Africa. How long does, “Total destruction of mankind by 2100 in less than 
100 years.” sound to you now? 

I hope my ten paintings, depicting what has happened to our world since the beginning 
of time, will give you a better understanding of the wonderful opportunity mankind has 
been given to live forever. But through our greed, moral decline and refusing to heed 
many warnings in the past we could end up destroying ourselves and the planet! 

 


